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Abstract 
 
This report explains the EPS-project of Energy-Efficiency in wirehood machines and 
expands on how energy can be saved. 
Due to the fact that one of the machines is less efficient than the other one the EPS-
Team had to detect the reasons of this deviation. 
The aim of the project was furthermore to figure out how wasting of energy by friction, 
heat dissipation, acoustic emission and non-regenerating could be avoided by showing 
up logical measurements and the consequent results.  
These studies test whether economic or environmental advantages exist. Therefore 
different ways to reduce dissipation of energy were taken into account. These are the 
usage of new and better lubrication-oil, different types of components and take 
decelerating energy to move other devices were taken into account.  
Thus, the operator can now be encouraged to invest in adapted components or an 
improved wirehood machine and see in this way if there is a potential return on his 
investment. 
 
 
Key words: energy, consumption, efficiency, wirehood. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Project assignment  
The Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) in collaboration with Sàbat LLigat Metál-Lics S.L. 
supervised this project about an energy efficiency studiy in wirehood machines within the framework 
of the European Project Semester 2011 (EPS). The purpose of the EPS program is to provide 
international students from different academic backgrounds with a project. 
In 1990 the company Sàbat began with designing a new machine with the muscles to manage the 
wirehood production process and to fulfill all required demands.  
Sàbat LLigat Metál-Lics S.L. is a company which has produced good quality 
wirehoods since 1996. They fabricate about 150 million wirehoods a year 
with prints in various colours to supply different companies in Spain and 
abroad [2]. 
A wirehood is the cap on top of sparkling wine bottles which shields the 
cork from unintended opening. It consists of a cover and five twisted 
wires which are bent around each so as to form a specific predefined 
shape (Figure 1).  
Machine A runs with a big engine which is flange mounted to a centralized gearbox to distribute the 
power to the periphery. Machine B has got eight engines and reducers which are placed directly 
where the mechanical power is needed. 
But there is a huge difference between the two machines which is: The new Machine B needs twice 
the energy of the older Machine A.  
 
1.2. Participants 
The wirehood project has being done by five students from four different countries participating in 
the European Project Semester (EPS) at the Escola Politècnica Superior d'Enginyeria de Vilanova i la 
Geltrú (EPSEVG), Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. With their educational diversities they have 
formed a team working together on this project of interdisciplinary challenges. 
 
The members are: 
Christian Miller  Mechanical Engineering      Hochschule Kempten, Germany 
Helge Steffensen   Mechanical Engineering      Fachhochschule Kiel, Germany 
One Rijpkema    Human Technology       Hanzehogeschool Groningen, Holland  
Samantha Odriozola  Electronic Engineering         EPSEVG, Vilanova I la Geltrú, Spain 
Stéphane Taurines  Mechanical Engineering      École nationale d'ingénieurs de Tarbes, France 
 
Their work on the project was overseen by two supervisors who checked it, gave instructions and 
provided the tasks to settle the issues. Their supervision was divided into a technical and an 
organisational part. The technician responsible, Manuel Sàbat, from LLIGATS METAL.LICS, S.L. is - as a 
Figure 1 - Wirehood 
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head of his family-run company- concerned about the problem of energy wasting and was therefore 
eager to support the project, also financially. Xavi Masip, an associate professor in the Computer 
Architecture Department at the EPSEVG, was the academic supervisor. As a mediator between the 
company, the school and the team he provided support and organised the project. The defences 
were evaluated by a committee of the two supervisors and three representatives of the EPSEVG who 
are Vincenç Parisi, Jordi Segalàs and Bernardino Casas.  
 
1.3. Aim of the project 
The aim of the project was to analyse the causes which make Machine B consume twice as much as 
Machine A (Figure 2) and to find possible improvements to avoid them in future. 
 
Figure 2 - Comparison of power consumption 
 
Therefore this project was about analysing data which was taken and provided by the company. The 
analysis of the energy-consumption measurements of wirehood machines makes the case for the 
appreciable difference. With these measurements the causers could be differentiated and possible 
improvements could be shown up. 
Furthermore the project outcome is a basis for the design of a future third machine and new tools in 
order to decrease the amount of input energy on the one hand and to increase the output wirehood 
simultaneously on the other hand. For this reason the team researched for newer engines. These 
could either replace the old engines or the future machine, which is currently being designed by the 
owner of the company, could be equipped with. 
The EPS group had to deliver their different academic achievements as a midterm and final report, a 
poster and furthermore an article about their project. The work had to be presented at the midterm 
defense and at the final presentation. 
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1.4. Central question and sub questions 
The main question of this project is: Why does Machine B use twice as much energy as Machine A? 
In order to find an answer to this question and to finish the project successfully, the students had to 
define sub questions they had to deal with later on. 
These sub questions are: 
 What are the constructive differences between the two machines? 
 What is the power consumption of each machine? 
 How much power does each tool require? 
 How much power do you need per action? 
 Why are the gearboxes on Machine B so hot? 
 What kind of techniques are used and how can these be improved? 
 Why does Sàbat use this kind of engines and what could be more efficient options? 
 Why are the different components designed that heavily and sturdy? 
 
This leads on to the central question: 
What are the reasons for the widely differing power consumption of the two machines and what 
makes Machine B comparably inefficient by consuming the double amount of energy?  
In order to solve the problem, the concept of the whole machine was divided into different criteria, 
which were split into machine-applied sub criteria. These criteria were: 
 Engines 
 Reducers 
 Ecodrivers 
 Frequency converters 
 Tools 
These machine-applied criteria were checked against each other, which means that for example the 
engines of Machine A were compared to those of Machine B, in order to find the consumer, which 
wastes this big energy amount on Machine B.  
Furthermore there were some other criteria, which are not machine applied, but they have impacts 
on the machines. These were: 
 Old engines 
 Lubrication oil 
As they are not machine applied, they were just considered generally. 
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2. Procedure 
 
The first step of reaching the aim of the project was a general research on all possible forms of 
energy dissipation. These different types of energy dissipation had to be adapted to the wirehood 
machines in order to find theoretical ideas of what could decrease the efficiency of the two existing 
machines. This research was necessary, because in the beginning of the project only little information 
was given about the machines and also nobody in the team had all the required background 
knowledge. 
As a second step the team paid a really valuable visit to the company. During this field work the team 
saw the machine for the first time. It became much easier to get an idea of the assumed problems 
and the main differences of the two machines. The most seemingly important problems were 
detected by the team whilst inspecting the running machines. Manuel Sàbat's simultaneous 
explanations during this company visit confirmed these assumptions. The EPS-team could start to 
analyse the problem with this new knowledge and the taken pictures. 
During the third phase of the project all the different, gathered information were analysed and 
divided into different criteria. These are engines, reducers and tools, which were checked machine-
applied against each other. But some of the components, such as tool eight, could not be compared, 
because they only exist on Machine B. 
The fourth step was analysing information, provided by the company Sàbat, such as measurements 
of the motor torque and the related revolutions per minute (rpm) for each tool of Machine B. 
Further simultaneous steps during the entire project were alternating research and analysis by 
working in circuits. 
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3. Analysis of the situation 
 
In order to find possible reasons which decrease the efficiency of the second machine so heavily, the 
power distribution of the two machines was compared to each other step by step, from the engine to 
the tool (Figure 3). 
 
 
Figure 3 - Power distribution 
 
After a visit to the Sàbat company and the analysis of the whole complex processes, the reasons 
which make Machine A more efficient than Machine B (the newer one) became clearer. So the 
problems could be split up in two main topics. The first part contains the main differences between 
the two machines and the consequent problems, for example the extra tool on Machine B, the 
different engines and the different power transmission equipment. This is also the main part of the 
problems, because the task is to find out, why Machine A needs only half of the energy Machine B 
uses. The second part pertains general problems, which are related to both machines, such as the 
implementation of old engines, frequent unscheduled stopping of the machines, using old lubrication 
oil and the general oversizing of tools and engines. 
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3.1. Main differences between Machine A & B 
 
Due to better possibilities of doing maintenance work and a higher economy of time when repairing 
the machine, the company split up the energy distribution on Machine B, when they designed it. It 
was changed from one big engine with a central distribution gearbox used on Machine A to eight 
smaller engines and their own reducers on Machine B. Most of the other components in Machine B 
had not been improved or modified and had just been taken over from Machine A. Therefore they 
cannot cause any rise in energy consumption. As a consequence the EPS-Team had to drill down on 
the new implemented types of engine and reducers to find possible improvements. 
Another reason for the higher energy consumption of Machine B is an always connected extra tool, 
which widens the star, which is the central part of the wirehood. The company changed the design of 
Machine B and added this extra tool, because it offers better chances on the French market, where 
they use wirehoods with a slightly different shape as the Spanish ones. As this tool needs more 
energy than the other ones, the energy consumption rose consequently. Therefore it has to be taken 
into account in the efficiency calculations additionally.  
 
Types of engines 
In Machine B are nine motors, which are one Rexroth Indramat MHD093C-058 [1] and eight Rexroth 
Indramat MKD090B-035, implemented. The Rexroth Indramat MHD093C-058 turns the centre 
revolver of Machine B and causes no distinguishable problems. 
As only 67% of the consumed electric power (2 kW) from the implemented engine, an ABB MBTF 100 
LB-4 [1], in Machine A is demanded for the process, it is justified to say that the total demanded 
power for the similar designed tools on both machines is about (see calculations topic 6): 
WWPP AiAelAdem 135067,02000,,,    
The eight Rexroth Indramat MKD090B-035 [1] engines are implemented in Machine B to supply the 
main tools of this Machine with mechanical power. Each of them provides a nominal power of 2800 
Watts which is, based on the data provided by Sàbat [1], not needed on the different tools. The 
engines on Machine B are allocating, as shown in Table 7, 2953 Watts. As said before, it was assumed 
that the demanded power for the camshafts and tools after the reducers is almost the same as on 
Machine A. This assumption depends on the fact that the tools, except of tool 8 are the same. That 
consequently means that there must be some other consumer which wastes the energy. 
 
Types of reducers 
Machine A has a central gearbox which reduces the speed and distributes the power to the parallel 
working tools. If one part of this complex gearbox fails, the repairing is mostly time consuming and 
the failure difficult to detect. 
In contrast to that the required reduction gears from Machine B which slow down the speed and 
increase the Torque, are easier to maintain. Therefore Rossi RV81U03A600 [1] reducers which can 
transfer power up to 5800 Watts were implemented between the eight engines and different tools. 
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Having seen the running machines the EPS-team found out just by feeling the reducer, that the 
comparable compact right angle worm reducers radiate a lot of energy as warmth. This dissipation is 
accounted for the implemented reducers which had not been designed for the unpreventable 
twenty-four-seven run in times of increased demand. 
The type of gearbox is supposed to be used for shorter operating time which should not exceed a few 
hours per day, because it emerges a lot of friction which warms the gearbox and this warmth escapes 
into the environment. This heat dissipation makes it clear that these gears have a really low 
efficiency [15]. 
The utilisation of this kind of gearboxes is easy to understand, because they are comparatively cheap, 
compensate the energy backflow by converting it to heat, can bear big forces, and its gears have a 
very low slackness. But these gearboxes fail in terms of economic and environmental aspects. 
Therefore alternatives have to be taken into consideration. In fact currently it is important to 
preserve the environment by consuming less electrical energy. Furthermore with this economy the 
company can invest its money in other fields. 
 
3.2. General Problems 
 
Dimensioning and effects of oversizing  
Traditionally the optimal sizes of engines should be adequate to what they have to fulfil, in the sense 
of predefined mechanical demands including the required margins of safety. Therefore thermal limits 
of the engines and alterations have to be taken into account to point out different demands, such as 
whether the engine should be surface or liquid cooled. Furthermore the sizes have to be adapted to 
the demands of the stiffest and thickest wire, which will be used to bend wirehoods in future. Taking 
heed of these points a long utilisation can be ensured. 
Currently the two wirehood machines are very reliable but they contrast strongly with their high 
energy consumption which gives little satisfaction. Among other things the oversizing of some tools 
for bending the wires or other moving parts of these two machines, cause extra weight, because they 
are designed very heavily, and this weight has to be moved and accelerated unnecessarily, and in this 
way energy dissipates. As shown in the sample calculations they do not have to suffer such high 
forces, as they could right now, and therefore they do not need to be that stable as they are at the 
moment. And the fact that Machine B is assembled by the same heavy and huge tools as Machine A 
gives also the same explanation for disregarding energy wasting, which is too heavy tools. As a result 
of using heavy tools, the entire mechanical power supplies for the heavy tools have to be designed 
bigger than it would be necessary by using lighter tools. 
 
More efficient engines 
Both machines are based on 10-year-old engines which are not up to date anymore and therefore 
they should be replaced by newer, more efficient ones which have been developed in these past 
years [17], for instance high-torque motors. 
 
Unscheduled Stops 
The both machines have to be stopped very often, e.g. to take some wirehoods out, which can be 
accounted by different errors during the fabrication process. 
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Lubrication oil 
The Lubrication oil can have an important impact in the energy consumption. In fact the oil has not 
been exchanged during the last few years. It could contain a lot of dirt, abrasion and contaminants 
which cause a higher viscosity and therefore a higher resistance which reduces the efficiency. 
 
Approaches to solve the problems 
All these various reasons are causing high energy consumption and hence wasting of energy. In order 
to find the best possible improvements these mentioned problems had to be solved by technological 
changes. The different suggestions for improvements should be analysed in a cost-benefit equation 
so as to facilitate comparisons. Therefore the total expected costs against their expected benefits 
have to be checked against each other. This approach to making economic decisions is the number 
one way to find the most profitable decision. 
 
4. Overview of alternative technologies 
 
In order to find different approaches to possible improvements a state of the art research was done. 
This research was running all the time parallel to the analysis. Furthermore this search for knowledge 
is a systematic investigation to find comparable alternatives which might bring up good solutions. 
These could be adapted to the problem-solving progress by taking the best alternative feasible 
improvements into account and suit them to the existing components. Thus, the machines would 
work more efficient and out of it the company might get finally advantage over competitors. 
The internet-benchmarking on more cost-effective wirehood machines was not spoilt by success. The 
competing companies do not like to share their expertise knowledge of their manufacturing 
processes. Therefore they just show very old fashioned techniques. Summing up, merely little 
information about similar machines as for instance pictures of parts of the machines could be found. 
These do not show real details and were not thereby resulting beneficial.  
Attributable to these difficulties the aim of the benchmarking had to focus on similar engines and 
components which are comparable to the currently used ones. The acquisition of different 
technologies can affect the entering wedge to the implementation of new groundbreaking 
innovations. 
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4.1. Similar machines 
 
Several Italian companies produce wirehoods with similar machines as the Sàbat company ones. 
These presented machines are able to fabricate wirehoods of different sizes and can be feeded by 
various types of wire. 
The first machine, used by the company CAMEX [7] (Figure 4) and produced by the company NTM 
(Nueva Tecnologia Meccanica) [8] (Figure 5), uses electric and pneumatic energy. It can produce 3600 
wirehoods per hour, weighs three tons, is plugged in on 400 volts network and works on 8 bars 
pressure. The mechanism is very similar to a big part in the middle and different modules around. 
The manufacturing steps are also the same as those of the Sàbat company.  
The dimensions of the complete machine are 1770 mm x 1155 mm x 1475 mm (LxWxH). 
 
 
Figure 4 - Camex machine 
 
The analysis of video material demonstrated, that this machine is working slower than Sàbat ones. 
 
 
Figure 5 - Nueva Tecnologia Meccanica machine 
 
The second machine is produced by the company Enoltecno (Enolmec) [9] (Figure 6). It can produce 
between 4500 and 5500 wirehoods per hour, depending on the used type of wire. The machine 
weighs five tons, and is plugged in on 400 volts network and its pneumatic system works on 6 bars 
pressure.  
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The servo drive is a Lexium - motor brushless telemechanic BHS. These brushless motors are very 
quiet.  
The pneumatic components are fabricated by Festo, Smc and Westo.  
The dimensions of the complete machine are 4200 mm x 3000 mm x 2000 mm (LxWxH). 
                            
Figure 6 - Enoltecno machine 
   
All the implemented tools (Figure 6) appear very light in comparison to the Sàbat machine tools. 
 
Comparison of the different machines: 
 
 Machine A Machine B 
CAMEX GTM-
CAM/35-fb 
Company Sàbat, Spain Sàbat, Spain CAMEX, Italy 
Age 14 years old 10 years old --- 
Engines One main motor Eight + one motors One main motor 
Power distribution 
Central gearbox + 
chain drives 
Gearbox for each 
engine 
Gearbox + chain drive 
+ bevel gears 
Tools 
Special design for this 
machine 
Same tools like on 
Machine A + 
different tool 8 
Special design for this 
machine 
Provided power 3 kW 
8 x 2.8 kW + 2 kW 
= 24.4 kW 
25 kW 
Wirehood 
production 
75 million per year 75 million per year 30 million per year 
Input energy Electric energy Electric energy 
Electric + pneumatic 
energy 
Table 1 - Machine differences 
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4.2. Engines 
 
The state of the art of electrical motors is diverse. It is mainly about finding the most efficient engine 
which is implementable according to cost-benefit calculations. As a first step the right size of engine 
had to be determined because using oversized motors causes a huge loss of energy. This is why a 
machine should use a motor of the right size. Therefore the approximate torque and speed must be 
known. With this knowledge it is simple to calculate the demanded power of the engine. 
If it were not the right motor for a machine, it would run in a partial load operation and thereby 
would waste valuable energy. There are different types of engines which could either be attached in 
future machines or replace currently used ones. 
Mainly two types of engines, high-torque and linear motors, are qualified for being feasible. These 
would fit into wirehood machines, because they have a very broad band of speed and torques 
respectively forces. Furthermore they are very dynamic on the one hand and very easy to handle on 
the other hand, whereby is meant that they don’t need a gearbox. 
 
The torque motors can be flanged directly on the shaft of the cam which has to be turned in order to 
move the slider and thereby the tools. Some of them are also very small, but still powerful. As a 
result they have comparatively small mounting dimensions. 
The linear motors have got several advantages such as procuring forces between 100N and 6000N, 
usable for pulling or pushing, as well as very exact and dead beat positioning [16]. In addition they 
are very compact and therefore the position of the engines could be changed from a right-angle to a 
straight positioning. As a consequence no energy-dissipating gearboxes would be required. 
As both of them don’t require any gearboxes, there are, apart from the bearings, no wearing parts 
and thereby they don’t need much maintenance. 
Both electric motors, rotating torque as well as 
translational linear ones, are working with permanent 
magnets which are driven by another moving magnetic 
field made by coil windings which are three-current-
carrying (Figure 7). As they are working with the same 
concept torque motor could be seen as a rolled linear 
motor. 
As mentioned before, the big advantages of these two 
kinds of motors are that they are small, powerful, offer 
a big band of speed and no gearboxes are required. 
 
 
Figure 7 - Sketch of an electrical engine 
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4.3. Gearboxes 
 
The principal function of gearboxes is to reduce or to increase the frequency rotation and the torque 
between the input and the output of a mechanism. Furthermore they have the opportunity of 
redirecting the shaft movement. For instance the currently implemented worm gear set (Sample 
picture Figure 8) have an angle of 90° between the motor transmission shaft and the output 
transmission shaft. 
There are different kinds of gearboxes. The gearboxes of Sàbat machines are 
composed by worm gear sets which are not very efficient. A big part of the 
input energy is converted into heat, because of the friction between the 
gear and the worm. The main problem of this gearbox is its bad efficiency 
and its irreversibility. In fact the reversibility depends on the angle of its 
helix. The advantages of the worm gear set are the low acoustic level, the 
economy price and that it can transmit a lot of power. 
Three other types of gearboxes are currently used in the mechanical field. They are more expensive, 
but also more efficient and their functioning is reversible.  
The straight bevel gear (Figure 9) is the most efficient and the most utilised gear in technical 
applications. It can transmit much power, but it emits due to a fitful operation a lot of noise. 
 
 
The spiral bevel gear (Figure 10) is very quiet and generates only few vibrations because of the 
constant distribution of forces on its teeth and it can transmit a lot of torque. But it is damageable by 
axial efforts as they might destroy the bearings if those are undersized. These gears are more 
expensive than the other ones. 
Figure 8 - Worm gear set 
Figure 9 - Straight bevel  
gear set 
Figure 10 - Spiral bevel gear set 
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The hypoid gears (Figure 11) are settled between the family of worm gear set and straight bevel 
gear. This technology is used in automobiles for the differential. The axes of the two gearwheels are 
not concurring. The main advantages are that it can transmit a lot of power, and it is more silent than 
spiral bevel gears. It permits also to have bigger reduction ratio than the straight bevel gear. But 
there is a big contact pressure between the two moving parts which can destroy cogs and cause high 
friction. For this reason it is necessary to use special lubrication oil. 
 
               
Figure 11 - Porsche Cayenne differential 
   
 
4.4. Lubrication oil 
 
There are a lot of derogations which determine the selection of the lubricant, such as viscosity, 
additives, properties, etc. and as well the conditions of our gear, like the input speed, load, operation 
time (24/7 or just a few hours a day), material components, type of the gear, work environment and 
application system. As each of these main topics requires a specific lubricant product, it has to be 
seen as a hole and therefore you have to cope with some compromises. 
Usually there are three types of oil which could be used as lubricants: mineral, synthetic and 
vegetable oil, whereby vegetable oil is not very common in industrial applications. A normal 
industrial machine uses mineral or synthetic oil. Their characteristics are shown in Table 2. 
Mineral oil comes from crude oil and the quality depends on the refining process. Synthetic oil is 
more suitable for the use in engines, because depending on its specific molecular structure it has not 
got the same tendencies to gum or to gel as mineral oil, when it’s used in an engine. Synthetic oil 
either consists of different esters or some other chemical compounds. A big advantage is that this 
type of oil can be adjusted to specific applications by using other additives. As mentioned above 
mineral oil has got the tendencies to gum or gel, when it’s used in engines. For all these reasons the 
usage of synthetic oil is more expensive, but it can stay longer in the machine, reduces maintenance, 
saves energy and provides more protection of the systems than mineral oil. 
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Characteristics of different kinds of lubrication oil [11]: 
Types of oil Characteristics Operating 
Straight Mineral Oil 
 To work in thousand RPM 
 Resistant to very higher 
temperatures, during the 
operation. 
 Suitable for general 
lubrication working with 
low loads and high speeds. 
 Enclosed high-speed 
single helical and 
herringbone 
reduction gear. 
Mineral Oil with Polar 
Additives 
 Intermediate viscosity 
 Enclosed Gears who 
are working in 
partial limit. 
Extreme Pressure Oil 
 Heavy loads 
 Several grades. 
 Enclosed gears, 
where is not 
possible to use 
Straight Mineral Oil 
and Mineral Oil with 
Polar Additives. 
Extreme Pressure Oil 
 Just for automotive 
factory. 
 They are corrosive to 
copper. 
 Only Hypoid gear 
Table 2 - Types of oil 
 
 
What would happen if it is not changed? [10]  
The interval between changes of lubricant is determined by the manufacturer according to their 
technical performance and the engine characteristics. Usually it depends on two parameters: the 
amount of revolutions and time of use. 
In case of delaying the change of oil for a long time, some real damages could result in machines and 
components. If the oil is not changed by a certain interval, which depends on the environment, 
where the oil is used, all the contaminants and debris will stay in there. This again will engender 
higher viscosity and therefore more friction and higher energy-consumption. It could also result in an 
oil film-rupture. 
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Causes and reasons for an oil exchange [12]. 
 Change of viscosity 
 Decomposition of oil additives, oil aging, oil oxidation. 
 Wear particles, dust particles or water in the oil. 
According to the documentation by the manufacturer of Sàbat gears, we must consider some 
characteristics about the lubrication oil to keep its efficiency and to prolong the component life. 
For the lubrication in gears and worm bearings synthetic oil has to be used because it supports very 
high temperatures 95ºC 110ºC. The changing intervals could be extracted from instructions which 
the manufacturer of the oil specifies (Table 3). 
Oil Temperature [ºC] Lubrication Interval [h]- Synthetic Oil 
 65 18 000 
6580 12 500 
8095 9 000 
95110 6 300 
Table 3 - Lubrication interval 
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5. Sample Calculation 
 
In order to find engines and speed reducing components which supply the tools with the demanded 
force, this sample calculation points out the concretely needed quantity of power on that account. 
This sample calculation focuses thereby on the tool which bends the loops into the 8 wires of the 
wirehood star. The calculations do not take any friction or acceleration into consideration as the sizes 
of moving parts have not been provided.  Furthermore the chosen paradigm data might have to be 
adapted to different kinds of wires up to
2/600 mmN .  
Chosen paradigm data 
Wire Diameter: 
rrmmd Wirewire *2*22,1   mmr 6,0  
 
Yield strength of paradigm steel: 
2,
300
mm
N
Telel   
Due to the shifting of atoms, which should be considered, the equivalent yield strength on the 
compressed half Cel , is about 20 percent higher and has to be taken into account. 
22,,
360300*2,1*2,1*)2,01(
mm
N
mm
N
TelelCel    
 
Wire loop: 
The bend angle (Figure 12) for the loop is assumed to be about: 
º270 º270 ≙ 71,4
º180
º*270 



 
 
 
Calculations 
From the taken video material the time for each step of wirehood process could be assumed to take 
about one third second. The concrete bending time  BendT  takes about one sixth of the entire step 
duration  stepT . As a consequence the bending time takes about: 
sss
T
T
step
Bend
20
1
18
1
6
1
*
3
1
6

 
 
The plastical moment accrues from the assumption of a right-angle stress distribution simplified to: 
Each half area of a circle  CT AA  multiplied by its distance from centre  Ze  to the zero line 
(Figure 13). 
Figure 12 - Bend angle 
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ieliipl eAM ,**   
2
1
**2 rAA CT   Half area of a circle 

r
ee CT *
3
4
  Distance from centre 
to the zero line 
 plM  TelTTCelCC eAeA ,, ****    
 TelCel
r
r
r
r ,
2
,
2 **
3
4
*
2
1
****
3
4
*
2
1
** 



   
 TelCel rr ,
3
,
3 **
3
2
**
3
2
   
 TelCelr ,,3 **
3
2
   
   
2
3
360300*6,0*
3
2
mm
N
mm   
Nmm04,95
 
 
Consequently needed energy per bending: 
Nm
mm
m
NmmME pl 6,447
1000
1
*71,4*04,95*  

 
 
Consequently needed bending power:  
The machine is bending four times two wires per step 
step
wires
step
wires 82
*4   
s
24
 
inputP =2800W rated performance of engines (disregards friction and other 
dissipation of energy) 
 
inputPWmW
s
Nm
s
EP  11ˆ4,10742
24
*6,447
24
*  
Figure 13 - Plastical moment 
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6. Calculation of power consumption 
 
The following calculations demonstrate, based on the analysis of measurements and general 
assumptions, the differences of the two machines and furthermore the contextual main causers for 
these distinctions. Especially the calculations of Machine A are premised on assumptions according 
to the former state of art and the efficiency of similar components. Therefore the effectiveness of 
the components could differ from the real ones. 
In these calculations only the different components from electrical power input to the reducer power 
output of the two machines are taken into account. As the camshafts, sliders and tools are almost 
the same on both machines and no information was given about their efficiencies, these by Manuel 
Sàbat designed components have not been considered in all these calculations. 
No information of the specific electrical consumption of each engine is given, so that only an average 
efficiency can be calculated. The entire efficiency is product of all quotients of output and input 
power for each component. 
 
Calculation of the electrical input power 
The calculated electrical power input accrues from Sàbat’s measurements from electricity- and 
ampere-meter at each machine. 
 
Parameter Values Machine A Machine B 
Current (average) I  5 A 10,5 A 
Voltage (three phase) 3 LineUU  400 V 400 V 
Measurement period mt  1732 h 1732 h 
Consumed Energy mel tIUE   3464 kWh 7274 kWh 
Power Input 
m
el
el
t
E
IUP   2000 W 4200 W 
Table 4 - Electrical input power 
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6.1. Efficiency calculations of Machine A 
 
 
The total efficiency is the arithmetic product of all single efficiencies from the frequency converter, 
the motor, the belt pulley the reducer and the chain drive. 
AchainAredAbeltAmotAFCApd ,,,,,,    
 
Total Effeciency of Frequency converter on Machine A: 
 
AFC
Ael
AFCAel
Ael
AFC
P
PP
P
P
,
,
,,
,
, 

  
WP AFC 80,   
 96,0
2000
802000



W
WW
 
Abelt,
 
AelP ,
 
Ared ,
 
AchainP ,
 
AcamP ,
 
AsliderP ,
 
Camshaft 
Slider Tool 
 
Acam,  
Aslider,  
Atool,  
AbeltP ,
 
AmotP ,
 
Reducing 
gearbox 
Central 
Engine 
B
e
lt
 p
u
lle
y AredP ,
 
AFCP ,
 
Frequency 
converter 
C
h
ai
n
 d
ri
ve
 
Achain,  
(The implemented frequency converter, a Lenze 
CF8214, consumes energy and therefore decreases the 
efficiency of the entire Machine A.) 
(Since no measurement of its consumption was taken 
and no information was given, its assumed power 
dissipation ( AFCP , ) had to be estimated.) 
Figure 14 - Power distribution Machine A 
Amot,
 
AFC ,
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Efficiency of the Engine ABB MBTF 100 LB-4: 
(Efficiency ABB-data sheet, Rendimiento, page 11 [1]) 
82,0, Ared     
 
Assumed Efficiencies of the different components: 
Since neither consumption measurements were taken nor information was found, their assumed 
efficiencies had to be estimated. 
97,0, Abelt     (Belt pulley, i= 1,5) [20] 
90,0, Ared    (Reducer A, i=6) 
98,0, Achain    (Chain drives) [21] 
 
 67,098,090,097,082,096,0, Apd    
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6.2. Efficiency calculation of Machine B 
(Analysis of torque band and rotation speed) 
 
 
Calculation of the power dissipation caused by Ecodriver DKC02-3-040-7. 
(Rexroth Ecodrive03-data sheet “ECO3-PR05.pdf”, page 257 *1+) 
 
Figure 16 - Block diagram of the DKC**.3-040-7-FW [1] 
BcamP ,
 
BsliderP ,
 
BelP ,
 
BEcoP ,
 
Sy
n
ch
ro
n
o
u
s 
M
o
to
r 
BredBdem PP ,, 
 
Camshaft 
Slider Tool 
Reducer 
Measurements of: 
 Torque band 
 Rotation speed 
BmotP ,
 
Bmot,  BEco ,  
Bred ,  
Bcam,  
Bslider,  
Btool,  
Ecodriver 
Figure 15 - Power distribution Machine B 
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According to the information which is given in the datasheet of ecodriver, can be calculated the 
current by using the formula shown below which relates motor torque at standstill, motor current at 
standstill ( dNI  ) and the effective motor torque ( effM = BmotT , ). 
 
dN
BmotdN
dN
effdN
M
TI
M
MI
I
,

  
 
The results of these pertinent calculations are shown in the table below. 
Symbol Values 
Tool 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
dNM (Nm) 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 
dNI (A) 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 
effM (Nm) 1,86 1,12 2,55 1,72 1,89 1,41 1,00 4,12 
Current I 1.71 1.03 2.34 1.58 1,73 1.29 0.92 3.78 
Table 5 - Determining current I 
 
 
Figure 17 - Determining the power 
 
 
iiBecoiBeliBeco I
A
WW
WPPP 


14
20160
20,,,,,,   
The dependence of the (calculated) 
current and the dissipated power is  
shown in Figure 17 which is an 
 extract of the “Determining Power  
Dissipation in the control cabinet”  
(page 259 [1] fig.12-4) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Dependence between the current 
and the dissipated power) 
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Evodriver 
of tool A
I i  
W
P iBeco ,,
 
1 1,71 37,10 
2 1,03 30,30 
3 2,34 43,40 
4 1,58 35,80 
5 1,73 37,30 
6 1,29 32,90 
7 0,92 29,20 
8 3,78 57,80 
Table 6 - Power dissipation 
 
Bel
iBEcoBel
Bel
BEco
BEco
P
PP
P
P
,
8
1
,,,
,
,
,

       
WPAmp 7,303
8
1
  
 BEco , 928,0
4200
7,3034200



W
WW
 
  
BEcoBelBEco PP ,,,  WW 6,3897928,04200   
 
(Average efficiency of Ecodrivers) 
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Efficiency of the Engine Rexroth Indramat MKD090B035: 
(Analysis of the provided measurement values from Sàbat) 
 
BEco
Bmot
Bmot
P
P
,
8
1
,
,

       
 
BmotBmotBmotBmotBmot TnTP ,,,,, 2*     
 
Brat
relBmot
Bmot T
T
T ,
,,
,
%100
  
 
 
 
NmT Brat 2,7,       
 
 





t
Tt
T
Bi
Brelmot
2
,
,,   
 
 Brat
Bi
Bmot T
t
Tt
T ,
2
,
,
%100






 
 
Brat
Bi
BmotBmot T
t
Tt
nP ,
2
,
,,
%100
2 





 (engine operation speed) 
 
  1, 1800
 sn Bmot     
 
 
(Efficiency of the Engine)  
 
 
(Engine output power)  
 
 
(To calculate the effective output torque, 
the relative torques of the measurements 
have to be multiplied by the rated torque, 
BratT ,ˆ%100   of each engines.) 
 
(Rated Torque, Rexroth MKD data sheet 
page 71, natural cooling and assuming a 
motor overtemperature of 60K) 
 
(The effective torque/power output of the 
eight engines of Machine B is calculated by 
root mean square as a statistical measure of 
the varying positive and negative 
magnitudes of torque.) 
 
 (engine operation speed) 
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 7581,0
3,3896
71,2953
,
8
1
,
, 

W
W
P
P
BEco
Bmot
Bmot  
 
Theoretical efficiency of reducing gearbox 
The dynamic efficiency of the reducer (Rossi RV81U03A600 5.9 kW reduction 1/10, exit speed 180 
rpm) is predetermined in the Rossi Data sheet (Tamaño reductor 81, page 18 [1]) 
 
Sample Calculation 
8939,0
6,6
9,5
)min1400,10( 1, 

kW
kW
P
P
ni
mech
red
motBred
  
This calculation was done to find the efficiencies for every stated pair of powers according to the 
different speeds. All cited performances where measured by Rossi up to a speed of 1400 rpm. In 
order to find the efficiency for a speed of 1800 rpm a trend-extrapolation was performed. 
 
Tool  BrelMotT ,,  
Nm
T Bmot,
 
W
P Bmot,
 
1 25,90 % 1,86 351,51 
2 15,50 % 1,12 210,42 
3 35,38 % 2,55 480,22 
4 23,88 % 1,72 324,07 
5 26,26 % 1,89 356,36 
6 19,53 % 1,41 265,10 
7 13,94 % 1,00 189,25 
8 57,24 % 4,12 776,78 
W
P Bmot
8
1
,
 
  2953,71 
Table 7 - Output power of engines 
 
 
 
 
 (Resulting effective power and  
Torque from analysing measurement 
values) 
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Trend-extrapolation of the efficiency at 1min1800 motn  
 
 
Rossi RV81U03A600 i=10
0,8400
0,8500
0,8600
0,8700
0,8800
0,8900
0,9000
0,9100
0,9200
0 500 1000 1500 2000
Revolutions per minute
E
ff
ic
ie
n
c
y Rossi_81_i_10
Polynomic Trendline
(Rossi_81_i_10)
 
Figure 18 - Efficiencies of reducers 
1min 
motn  
1min 

i
n
n motred
 kW
Pmot  
kW
Pred  


mech
red
motdyng
P
P
ni ),(,
 
355 35,5 2,65 2,26 0,8528 
400 40 2,89 2,48 0,8581 
450 45 3,16 2,72 0,8608 
500 50 3,41 2,95 0,8651 
560 56 3,70 3,21 0,8676 
630 63 4,01 3,50 0,8728 
710 71 4,35 3,81 0,8759 
800 80 4,71 4,14 0,8790 
900 90 5,10 4,50 0,8824 
1000 100 5,40 4,82 0,8926 
1120 112 5,80 5,20 0,8966 
1250 125 6,20 5,50 0,8871 
1400 140 6,60 5,90 0,8939 
1800 180   0,9167 
Table 8 - Efficiencies of reducers 
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Efficiency of Power distribution of Machine B 
The total efficiency is the arithmetic product of all single efficiencies from the ecodriver, the motors 
and the reducing gearboxes. 
644,09167,07581,0928,0,,,,,,,  BtheoreticredBmotBEcoBltheoreticapdBpd    
WWPP BpdBelBdem 2709644,04200,,,    
Equation of machines and analysis of the calculations 
Every calculated power consumption for each component can be seen from the diagram below 
(Figure 19).   
 
Figure 19 - Comparison of consumption 
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Equation of power consumption 
From the fact that, apart from one bigger tool (tool eight) on Machine B, on both wirehood machines 
mostly similar tools are implemented, the entire resulting mechanical power demand  demP of each 
engine can be assumed by the following equation: 
 
8,,, toolBdemAdem PPP   
 AtoolBtooltool
PPP ,8,,8,8,   
  WP Btool 78,776,8,   
WP Atool 250,8,      
WWPtool 78,52625078,7768,   
AiAelAdem PP ,,,   
W
W
1350
67,02000


 
8,,,8,, toolBiBeltoolBdem PPPP    
W
WW
2181
78,526644,04200


 
WWP Adem 21781350,   
 WWWPdem 83113502181    
 
(Assumed power demand of the smaller tool 
8, Machine A) 
 
 
 
 
 
(Difference of so far unknown origin, 
 see below at the new reducer 
e
f
f
i
c
i
e
n
c
y
) 
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7. Discussion of findings 
7.1. Analysis of power consumption 
 
In this analysis of the calculated efficiencies the results are broken down to Machine A & B. 
Machine A  
According to the assumptions about twenty percent ( ˆ400W) of the electrical input power is 
dissipated by the different components in the machine. These are the frequency converter, the 
central engine, the belt pulley, the reducing gearbox and the chain drives for every tool. 
Consequently this energy cannot be used effective for the wirehood production process and is lost 
and emitted as noise and especially heat. 
 
Machine B  
As mentioned before the structure of Machine B is in contradiction to Machine A simpler. But on that 
account a considerable amount of more components had to be implemented. Therefore the 
operation to keep the machine up and running requires in its entirety a higher and fundamentally 
raised electrical power input. The consequential system effectiveness is with about 64.4 percent a 
deal worse. The dissipated power of about 1500 W is lost and emitted as noise and heat. 
The calculation of the reduction gearboxes bears on the information given in the public datasheet 
which origins from fabricator’s tests. The implemented gearbox runs at an operation point of 1800 
input and 180 revolutions per minute output speed for which no efficiencies are noted. Therefore 
the efficiency had to be extrapolated according to its trend with a theoretical result of 91.67 percent. 
But it means in effect that the reducers run according to the datasheet [1] beyond their designated 
operation points right up to 1400 rpm. 
As a consequence the reducers might run due to several reasons inferior to the calculated efficiency. 
These are for instance that a higher rotational speed requires a different kind of lubrication oil with 
another viscosity. If the oil is not used at its operating temperature, the inner drag [13] could rise 
considerably. 
Furthermore the efficiencies from the datasheet are measured under ideal conditions with new 
reducers. In order to find their real efficiencies, the mechanical output and input performances have 
to be checked against each other. The former of them need to be measured in the same way as the 
latter of them have already been and therefore the efficiencies of the engines are hitherto hardly 
known. The resistance in the reducers is composed of two different kinds. The one part is load-
dependent and because of little input performances comparable light-weighty. The second part is 
load-independent and always constant in consequence of its relativity to the constant speed of 1800 
rpm. These are for instance the losses in seals and splash losses which normally do not carry much 
weight. But as the engines run on a partial load of less than ten percent and hence the reducers run 
far off their maximum performance of 5.9 kW, the impact of these losses becomes relatively high and 
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therefore the real efficiency of the reducers could be wide apart from the indications interpolated 
ones. As a result the deviation (Uncharted consumer, Figure 19) of 831W ( 1350W-2181W ) 
between the two currently calculated demands could be justified by that among others. Therefore 
the reducer efficiency is new calculated. 
 
Calculation of new reducer efficiency: 
WWPP theoreticredBratredBred 500)9167,01(5900)1( ,,,,    
Assuming that the biggest part of the lost power, which the EPS team estimates at about 80%, is load 
depended and therefore a constant part of the efficiency. The other part is less weighty speed 
dependent 20% and load independent. As a result its efficiency is proportional to the load.  
The total sum of the varying efficiency is apparent from the following equation. 
)(1 ,,,,,,,, BsdnewredBldnewredBnewred    
 
WWPP BredBldred 4008,05008,0,,,   (Load-depended part of 80%) 
 9322,0
5900
400
1,,, 






W
W
Bldnewred      (Constant) 
 0678,0
5900
400
5900
400
11,,, 






W
W
W
W
Bldnewred    (Constant) 
 
WWPP BredBsdred 1002,05002,0,,,   (Speed-depended part of 20%) 
The implemented engines are driven at a constant target speed of 1min1800  . Thus, the speed 
dependent part of the power loss  BsdredP ,,  does not vary when changing input load and is in 
consequence constant. But on that account the efficiency varies according to the input power. 
 
load~
,,
,,,,
,,,
Binputred
BsdredBinputred
Bsdnewred
P
PP 

 
W
P
PP
Bmot
BmotBinputred 2,369
8
2953,71W
8
8
1
,
,,, 

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 729,0
2,369
1002,369
,,, 




 

W
WW
Bsdnewred   (speed dependent efficiency) 
 271,0
2,369
1002,369
1,,, 




 

W
WW
Bsdnewred  
 
 9167,06612,0)271,00678,0(1 ,,,,  BtheoreticredBnewred   
 
The new total efficiency of the power distribution of Machine B ( newBpd ,, ) is the arithmetic product 
of all single efficiencies. These are the known ones of the ecodrivers and the motors as well as the 
new calculated average efficiencies of the reducing gearboxes. 
 
644,04650,06612,0777,0905,0 ,,,,,,,,  BltheoreticapdBnewredBmotBAmpBnewpd   
 
Difference of theoretical und new total efficiency of the power distribution 
1790,04650,06440,0,,,,,  BnewpdBltheoreticapdBpd   
 
Resulting extra power drain: 
WPWWPP demBpdBelBadddem 8318,7511790,04200,,,,    
 
The difference of the two theoretical calculated demands could be justified with this on assumptions 
based calculation with the result of an additional power demand of 751,8 W. As previously 
mentioned, this assumptions can vary and only proved by measurements on the running machines. 
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7.2. Determination of the correct engine size 
 
As the output torques of the engine at the prescribed speed of 1800 revolutions per minute are 
known from the calculations (table 8), they could each be taken as assigned demanded torques of 
the connected tools. There are two required criteria for the selection of a new motor. 
 
iBmotiBmotR TT ,,,,,     
 
 
iBpeakmotiBmotR TT ,,,,,,3    
 
 
 
 
 
As the resulting power is the product of the angular frequency and the torque ( TP  ), the 
required engine size has to be adapted to the higher of the two criteria. 
 iBmotiBmotR
iBmot
PP
P
,,,,,
,max,,
3
  
(The calculated, effective torque ( iBmotT ,, ) [18] must not exceed the rated 
torque( iBmotRT ,,, ) of the engine which must run due to thermic reasons 
under the acceptable maximum constant current) 
 
The highest torque-peak ( iBpeakmotT ,,, ) [19] can momentary exceed the 
rated torque threefold ( iBmotRT ,,,3 ) or higher. They depend on the model 
of engine and its specific maximum load ability which is contingent upon 
the heat resistance of its windings. As long the winding temperature stays 
beneath its critical temperature it will not get damaged. The length of the 
high-peak phase can be taken from the time constant for the winding from 
the motors datasheet. 
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Sample Calculation on tool 1 (EIX 1 - PLAT): 
General requirements for engine size ( 1,, BmotRP ) 
1,,1,,,
1,max,,
3
BmotBmotR
Bmot
PP
P
  
Calculation of required rated performance of engine 1 attributable to maximum torque: 
BmotBmotBmotBmotBmotRBmotR TPTP ,1,max,,1,max,,,1,,,1,,, 33    

3
2
3
,1,max,,1,max,,
1,,,
BmotBmotBmot
BmotR
nTP
P



  
  11, 30ˆmin1800
  sn Bmot  
 W
WsNm
P BmotR 9,466
3
5,1400
3
302430,7 1
1,,, 



 
Calculation of required rated performance of engine 1 attributable to its average torque: 
BmotBmotBmotBmotR TPP ,1,,1,,1,,,   
WsNmP BmotR 51,35130286,1´
1
1,,, 
  
WPP
P
W BmotBmotR
Bmot
51,351
3
9,466 1,,1,,,
1,max,,
  
As the required engine size has to be adapted to the higher of them, it should perform a power of at 
least 466,9W. 
This calculation was done for every engine and as Table 9 shows, two sizes of engines, 600W and 
1500W, have been chosen as they are feasible. 
 Values from measurements Required engine size 
Tool  
Nm
T iBmot ,,
 
W
P iBmot ,,
 
Nm
T iBmot ,max,
 
W
P iBmot 3,max,, 
 
W
P iBmotR ,,,
 
W
P iBmotR
600
,,,
 
W
P iBmotR
1500
,,,
 
1 1,86 351,51 7,430 466,8520 466,85 X  
2 1,12 210,42 2,945 185,0344 210,42 
X 
 
3 2,55 480,22 8,986 564,5904 564,59 X  
4 1,72 324,07 4,637 291,3427 324,07 
X 
 
5 1,89 356,36 5,760 361,9008 361,90 X  
6 1,41 265,10 3,118 195,8788 265,10 
X 
 
7 1,00 189,25 2,131 133,8907 189,25 
X 
 
8 4,12 776,78 22,882 1437,676 1437,68  X 
Table 9 - Engine size 
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7.3. Discussion of alternative technologies 
 
Some solutions were found to improve the efficiency of the two machines. These are some technical 
ones on the one hand and maintenance orientated issues which inescapably must be realized to keep 
the machines running properly on the other hand.  
Solutions which are orientated towards technical improvements mainly focus on the selection of the 
most suitable machine devices. This idea would consider engines, gears and even their position on 
the overall machine architecture. A preliminary overview is introduced next: 
 In fact there are some alternative usable kinds of engines like linear or high-torque engines. 
With these kinds of motors it is not necessary to utilise reducers which transform much of 
mechanical energy into warmth. Furthermore the dimensions of the machine can be 
decreased. The currently used engines are oversized for the tasks they have to fulfil. Maybe 
the efficiency could be increased just by reducing the size of the engines. Therefore must be 
calculated, how much power is actually needed for every action and according to that the 
size of engines have to be adapted. As the torque engines could be flanged directly on the 
cam and therefore the different demands are already known from the analysis of the taken 
measurements. On the one hand these changes bring a much better efficiency, but on the 
other hand the implementation of different types of engines causes also raise dead capital in 
terms of a big mandatory amount of spare parts in stock. 
 The worm gear sets which are transferring the force from the engines to the tools are not 
best-performing and could be changed into some other kinds of gears, such as straight bevel 
or spiral bevel gears which are more expensive but in return more efficient. Furthermore 
their operation principle is reversible. The following images (Figure 20) show three different 
types of gears. The straight bevel gear is the most efficient and currently used one in 
industrial cases. It can transmit much power, but emitting comparably much noise.  The 
spiral gear set which is very quiet and generates, due to its constant distribution of force on 
its cogs, only very few vibrations. In order to prevent big axial efforts it would be the better, 
if a straight bevel gear was implemented. Indeed it is marginally louder than the other 
presented ones, but still cheaper and more efficient.  
 
 
Figure 20 - Gearing types 
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 As could be seen from the sample calculation, only small performances are required by the 
tools. The big deviation compared with the provided output power of the gearboxes 
underlines that would also be more dynamic and less energy dissipating, if both, the moving 
parts and the tools were made of some other light material. This would help to reduce 
kinetic unused energy stored in moving parts and thus reduce the power of the engines. 
Resizing and redesigning the moving components to a smaller shape could be another 
solution to merge less energy dissipation and less material costs as well as lighten the tools. 
It is a very important topic to redesign these tools because due to their high weights, much 
of the unused and not regenerated kinetic energy can not be used. 
 Moreover there is the right-angle-position of the engines, which needs less space, but is very 
inefficient, especially by using this type of gears. A straight position (figure 21) would 
increase the work of the gears, if Sàbat still goes for rotation-engines, but this would - as 
mentioned above - still occupy more space. For a future machine it is really beneficial to 
modify the position to a straight or parallel way, because money and energy could be saved 
by switching the position. 
 
 
Figure 21 - Position changing 
 
A regeneration of the deceleration-energy of a tool into an acceleration-process of another tool 
could be very efficient. Currently this mentioned energy cannot be regenerated because of the 
irreversibility of the worm gear reducers.  
Furthermore maintenance is a very important topic in the solutions. It was figured out that the 
machines should be maintained frequently to avoid loss of efficiency by unnecessary efforts. It is 
mostly about the old lubricants which are not as viscous as in the beginning. And therefore they need 
a lot of power, because it contains dirt, contaminants and debris which cause more friction. This 
problem can be solved by using new lubrication oil and if necessary by exchanging the currently used 
type by another one. Maybe the used lubricant is wrong as the reducers of Machine B run over the 
desired speed. In order to find the right type, the machine has to be examined and analysed. 
Afterwards it has to make use of a feasible compromise which fits best to all the parts of the 
machine. Therefore it would be the best to let this be figured out by externals with special 
knowledge. 
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As could be seen from the analysis, some engines do not reach the maximum torques they can 
provide. In these cases a smaller engine could be used. For instance the engines 2 and 7 could be 
downsized radically, because their peaks do not exceed 40% respectively 27% of the engines’ rated 
torque. The following sample drawings (figure 22) show the engines, which are oversized worst: 
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Figure 22 - Rated torque percentage 
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Flywheel mass + small engine 
As can be seen from the provided graphs, some of the engines seem to be oversized and could be 
replaced by smaller ones. In order to preserve the smaller engines against torque impacts, which are 
caused by the inertia of some heavy tools, smaller engines combined with flywheel masses could 
replace the currently implemented engines. 
By using the stored kinetic energy to accelerate the tools, the entire process would be stabilised. As 
per the enclosed sample graphs of tool number one, this combination would diminish the absolute 
value of the peaks’ amplitudes (= demandP ) which is one of the main criteria for the determination of a 
new, smaller engine. Figure 23 shows how the torque peaks decrease. 
 
 
Figure 23 - Flywheel mass and small engine 
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8. Conclusion 
 
The aim of the project was to detect the reasons which make Machine B consume twice as much as 
Machine A does and how the machines could be improved. Therefore the EPS team had to figure out, 
where this energy disappears. As the tools on the machines are almost the same, it is barely possible 
that the differing energy is wasted by them. Therefore the other criteria had to be looked over. 
Different solutions were found which explain the doubled energy consumption.  
The engines are oversized and old. Instead of the big old engines, some newer, smaller ones should 
be used, optional with a flywheel to avoid heavy impacts of torques, which could come back in 
adverse case and stress the engine (see figure 23). 
An exchange of the implemented engines is advisable as in the recent years newer and more efficient 
engines came onto the market. Furthermore linear engines have to be taken in account, because 
they need not necessarily be combined with a gearbox and therefore one of the main energy wasters 
would be eliminated. The same applies to linear motors which have in addition minimum space 
requirements. Each of these mentioned alternatives must be analysed in a cost-benefit equation to 
find the best feasible solution. 
In case the machines will run further on with turning engines, another good opportunity to raise the 
efficiency is to use better gears. Our recommendation is a straight bevel gear. It is louder indeed, but 
its efficiency is better and therefore the entire machine gets more efficient. 
In order to avoid general problems with a machine, the lubrication oil should be changed frequently, 
because if not, the viscosity rises and the efficiency decreases. 
Finally it must be said that there are probably more problems, which could not be figured out 
properly. In the calculations it has been shown that the engines of Machine B have an efficiency of 
0.777 which could be improved. In these calculations it is shown that the engines are working quite 
well. There is indeed a difference between the efficiency of the engine on Machine A and the engines 
on Machine B, but it is not the main cause for the doubled consumption. Probably the reducers are 
the problem, because they are consuming, based on assumptions, almost 800W. The team could only 
work on that theoretically, because the machines are running 24/7 and therefore it was not possible 
to stop them to take measurements. 
To find out exactly, which of the different components are wasting how much energy, they have to 
be examined each on their own. That means the input and output power of each component has to 
be checked against each other. To calculate the efficiency of the electric devices, such as amplifiers 
and frequency converters, the electric input and output power must be measured. They result from 
the voltage and the current. In order to measure the engines’ efficiencies, the electric input power 
and the mechanical output performances have to be compared. The torques and the speed of every 
engine yield the mechanical performance. To get the efficiency of the rest of the consumers their 
mechanical input and output performances are needed. After such a reflection it can be said for sure, 
which are the main energy wasters. 
Maybe by examining the machine thoroughly, a company specialised in engines could be engaged to 
find out the right-sized engines. But for that Machine B would have to be stopped during the 
measurements. 
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